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Agenda

 What is metadata and why is it important

 Need for automated metadata reporting

 Pulling and Interpreting Metadata

 Making sense of XML

 Useful applications and challenges
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What is Metadata?
Think about your current SAS deployment

Almost everything generates some form of Metadata which 
is then stored in the metadata server
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SAS Metadata 101
 Tells us 

 Who are your users and what can they access?

 Where is your data and how can you connect?

 What SAS processes exist and what data do they use?

 Who created my SAS processes and how can I run them?

This “data about data” is stored in repositories within the SAS Metadata 
server. There is a wealth of information about your SAS system here; 
the challenge is how to get that information out. 
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Initial Challenge: What We wanted to know…
 Inventory of SAS processes and assets to help get us 

organized for our upcoming migration to 9.4

 What jobs we had and what flows they belonged to?

 Who last updated a job?

 What job updated which table?
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Before we start:  Using the Metadata Browser
 Unfortunately, metadata is not stored in a simple table format.  To browse 

and narrow down what you’re looking for, you need to use the metadata 
browser.

 Open up PC-SAS and type 
“METABROWSER” into the command 
line

 Provide server info and credentials
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Before we start:  Using the Metadata Browser
 Navigate to the metadata objects that you’re interested in.  In our example, 

we want to look at Job and corresponding Jobflow information.  We expand 
it until we see what we’re looking for…
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Before we start:  Using the Metadata Browser
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Building an XML Pull of the Metadata
filename outxml "/data/mi/data/outbox/cntl_dis_meta/job details report.xml"; 

proc metadata 

in=' 

<GetMetadataObjects> 

<Reposid>$METAREPOSITORY</Reposid> 

<Type>Job</Type> 

<Objects/> 

<NS>SAS</NS> 

<Flags>388</Flags> 

<Options> 

<Templates> 

<<<<<<  The GUTS  >>>>>>>>

</Templates> 

</Options> 

</GetMetadataObjects>' 

out=outxml

; 

run; 

Location of the resulting XML

Generic

Generic

The good stuff
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Building an XML Pull of the Metadata
Within object, grab attributes. (ID, Name)

Open next object.

Close current object.

Pattern repeats.  Open object, get 

attributes if any, open next object and 

close current object.

Within 

object...

Open 

next 

object.

Close 

current 

object.
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Let’s see what we pulled…

 In order to make sense of this XML, we need to build an XML map to tell 
SAS how to read it
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Building an XML map using SAS XML Mapper
 File  Open XML

 Navigate to file you created in 
the previous step

 Click import

 Once imported, create and save 
a map so we can automate the 
process

 Tools  Automap using XML

 File  Save XMLMap
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Pulling it all together
 Now we can use Enterprise Guide to read the XML file using our 

XML map

 Output is created in a 
format that forces you 
to join all object tables 
back together 

 Each table has a 
primary key and foreign 
key

 Join one table to next 
until you have a master 
table

Tip: Create all tables in WORK first, as only 5 connections 

allowed at a time.
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Pulling it all together

As shown here, each 

object is turned into it’s 

own table which you have 

to join together one by 

one...
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Pulling it all together

 We’ve patched it all together into a single dataset which can then be 
formatted for reporting and scheduled

 We use this to build a tracking table on Teradata for auditability
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Useful Applications

 Job Changes Report

 Job Flow/Job/Table Inventory

 Migration:  Master Inventory

 Tracking Users and Groups

 Updating and Creating Metadata in bulk

Other ideas?  Start with exploring Metadata Objects types
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Our next Challenge

 Tracking active SAS usage using metadata and login 
information

 Who are our active SAS users?

 What are they using and how often?

 What are our most valuable SAS assets?

 How far reaching are our SAS assets across the organization?

Stay Tuned….
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Questions?
 Contact:

 Darryl Prebble: dprebble@gmail.com

 Rupinder Dhillon: rupinder.dhillon@bell.ca

mailto:rupinder.dhillon@bell.ca
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